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e or so i
W i t n e s s e d a d r a m a t i c increase in scholarship on musical minimalism and the music of Steve Reich.
Such scholarship includes Edward Strickland's pathbreaking
history of minimalism's origins, Robert Fink's dissertation on
musical teleology (which deals extensively with minimalism),
K. Robert Schwarz's popular-press introduction to minimalist
composers, and Keith Potter's monograph on the "core"
American minimalists - La Monte Young, Terry Riley, Reich,
and Philip Glass. During the last few years in particular,
scholars have begun to address the question of Reich's use
of non-Western music, usually within broader discussions of
the relationship between non-Western music and American
experimental composition. This new attention to minimalism
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provides a valuable opportunity to re-examine
Reich's composition Drumming (1971), a piece
that is often described as both "minimalism's
first masterpiece" and "overtly influenced by
non-Western music."3

n the summer of 1 970, Reich traveled
to Accra, Ghana, to study Ewe music at the
University of Ghana, Legon, with the master
drummer Gideon Alorworye. After five weeks
of hard work, taking lessons and transcribing
music, Reich contracted malaria and returned
to New York soon afterwards. In Reich's words,
the musical experience was "overwhelming,"
"like being in front of a tidal wave,"4 and after
a hiatus of creative activity during his stay in
Accra, he began to compose again. The result
- a year after his return - was Drumming. Reich
and his performing ensemble premiered the
piece on December 3, 1971 at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York, and received a standing ovation after a one and one-half-hour long
performance. Tom Johnson, a composer and
critic for the Village Voice, attempted to explain
the audience's overwhelming enthusiasm for
the piece, citing various reasons including the
work's eschewal of dissonance, unusual timbral
combinations, and sensual appeal. One of
Johnson's comments, however, speaks to a different aspect of the work's success: "...the
pleasure of seeing African and European elements so thoroughly fused - almost as if we
really did live in one world."6 Johnson's appreciation for the fusion of musical cultures is
stated explicitly in the review, a perspective that
he would favor in later articles on new music.
For example, in "Music for the Planet Earth,"
written on January 4, 1 973, about a year after
the review of Drumming, Johnson states that
"the single most important influence on contemporary music...[is] the infiltration of nonWestern ideas.'"'
Despite the enthusiasm Johnson showed
for Drumming, the unqualified emphasis on
cultural fusion in the review might have alarmed
Reich somewhat. The year before, just before
his trip to Ghana, Reich wrote in his manifesto-like "Some Optimistic Predictions about
the Future of Music" of May 1 970:
Non-Western music in general and Afri-

can, Indonesian and Indian music in particu- The composer's
lar will serve as new structural models for Western musicians. Not as new models of sound. interest in West
(That's the old exoticism trip.) Those of us African music,
who love the sounds will hopefully just go and
which intensified
learn how to play these musics. '
As early as 1 968, in his now famous essay, "Music as a Gradual Process," Reich expressed displeasure with new music's emphasis on improvisation and Indian music. In May
1 969, in program notes for a concert at the
Whitney Museum of American Art, Reich stated
explicitly, "I am not interested in improvisation
or sounding exotic."8 A musical aesthetic
based on the intersection of Western and nonWestern music could be easily criticized by
skeptics of musical fusion and lead to charges
of contradicting his prior aesthetic stance. But
the above-mentioned comments in May 1 970
demonstrate a shift in his distaste for musical
hybrids. In anticipation of his formal study of
Ewe music - perhaps after having taken two
lessons with the Ewe master drummer, Alfred
Ladzepko in New York - Reich apparently began to articulate a solution to the problem of
music-cultural fusion, which had apparently
seemed either unethical or in bad taste just a
year earlier.9

just prior to his
trip to Accra in the
summer of 1970,
then found a legitimized outlet in his
own compositional
practice. In particular, by positing
the type of binary
opposition between
sound and structure...

What could be the reasons for such an
aesthetic shift? In his 1972 essay, "The PhaseShifting Pulse Gate, Four Organs, 1968-1970:
An End to Electronics," he describes his increasing dissatisfaction with electronics as a
compositional resource, which came about as
a result of an intense period of experimentation with a new device of his own invention.
After composing Four Organs (1970), Reich
noted that:
the experience of composing and then
rehearsing with my ensemble was so positive,
after more than a year of preoccupation with
electronics, that another piece for four organs,
Phase Patterns, happened very spontaneously
a month later in February of 1970. In this
piece the four of us were literally drumming
on our keyboards in what is called a
'paradiddle' pattern in Western rudimental
drumming. This piece proved to be as positive an experience as Four Organs and led,
together with other factors, to a trip to Africa to
study drumming. •
Up to that point, electronics had played
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Once the drummers settle into this new
configuration, a new possibility emerges: musical patterns made from the new relationship
between the two out-of-sync parts called "re-
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ultant patterns." I he drummers who are not
tplaying
one of the phased parts then play various resultant patterns, either those suggested
in the score or composed independently. The
process then continues, as the drummers are
phased again, and new resultant patterns
emerge. At one point, a rhythmic process inverts the opening "construction" process (called
a "rhythmic reduction"), reducing the music
back to a single pulse before gradually rebuilding the original rhythmic pattern (with different
pitches). After proceeding on tuned bongo
drums for some time, this set of musical processes is then transferred to three marimbas in
the second movement, and the resultant patterns are sung by women's voices. The third
movement does the same with glockenspiels
and whistling, and the final movement combines all groups of instruments, with the voices
and a piccolo performing the resultant patterns.
The complete performance time ranges between
one hour and ninety minutes, depending on
how quickly the different changes are made. u
Many comparisons between the various
rhythmic and melodic techniques in Drumming
and those found in Ewe music have been made
by Schwarz, Potter, and others. In particular,
these scholars attribute Reich's use of 12/8
meter, hocketing, polyrhythmic structures, and
constant pulse to his exposure to non-Western
(and particularly traditional Ewe) music.15 A
good example of this type of influence can be
found in the complete 1 2/8 pattern of drumming (see example 1, m. 8): the upward
stemmed notes form a pattern with a different
"downbeat" than the downward stemmed notes,
which are played with a different hand than the
upward stemmed notes. 6 This technique is
also found in pieces such as Piano Phase
(1 966), which suggests that Reich's reading of
A.M. Jones's Studies may have been the source
of such ideas, rather than his later trip to Accra.
Certain aspects of Drumming, however,
merit closer comparison with Ewe music. For
example, the timbral configuration of the piece
bears important similarities to and differences
from Ewe drum ensembles. At the most basic
level, the emphasis on percussion instruments
in the work was most certainly influenced by
Ewe music, as is well documented. ' Even
specific choices of instruments mirrored certain
important timbres in the Ewe drumming ensemble. For example, as Reich has noted several
times in print, the use of glockenspiels in Drumming reflected an earlier desire to use West Af-

rican bells (the gankogui and atolce) in his composition.18 Indeed, for the most part, the timbral
fullness of the ensemble in Drumming was inspired by a similar richness of sound found in
Ewe music, even though the inclusion of
marimbas is not paralleled by any similar keyed
percussion in the Ewe ensemble.
An important timbral difference, however,
between the Ewe drumming ensemble - say in
a Drum (a performance genre) such as Gahu,
about which Reich has written an essay19
and Reich's ensemble in Drumming is the lack
of a deep bass sonority in the latter. In fact,
Reich's mature works through Drumming ore
notable in their omission of bass frequencies,
and thus from a certain perspective, Reich's
timbral practice is merely a continuation of his
earlier work/1'1 However, a notable "absence"
in Drumming is a function or role analogous
to that of the master drummer: the performer/
musician who "control[s] the dramatic effect of
the entire performance."" The master drummer plays the deep bass drum (boba) in the
Ewe drumming ensemble, which provides a
timbral foundation for the rest of the ensemble.
employing a Western transplant of the Ewe ensemble, in which the timbral and dramatic function of the master drummer is omitted.
The exclusion of the "master drummer"
function on a musical level suggests an inquiry
into how an analogous role is carried out or
expressed in Drumming. In the Western classi-
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cal music tradition, control over the dramatic
effect of a performance is allocated in large
part to the composer, the person who writes
the musical score to be performed. However,
there are important social and cultural differences between the Western composer and the
Ewe master drummer: in Ewe culture, the master drummer is simultaneously a creator, lead
performer, and figure of significant social status, whereas these roles are, to a large extent,
separated and autonomous from one another
in contemporary Western art music culture.22
According to Locke, "master drummer" is "a
title that refers to the musician's social status, a
status earned not only through demonstrated
excellence in performance but also through
knowledge of traditional ways of living and a
commitment to community."23 Despite the pronounced lack of cultural integration between
"the arts" and society in the West, the composer nevertheless plays an important social
role within an artistic community, serving as a
nexus of interpersonal connections and institutional affiliations that provides opportunities
for him/her and performers of his/her music.24
With respect to a work such as Drumming,
then, it seems that Reich himself is the person
who retains the most cultural and social authority within his community (the downtown New
York musical avant-garde of the early
1970s).25
But the issue of authority is more complicated. Reich is also a performer in his ensemble, playing a part that is non-authoritative in
the sense that it is not distinguishable from the
other parts and doesn't require any particular
virtuosity above and beyond the rest of the parts.
Unlike many composers in the Western tradition, Reich never maintains for himself a prominent solo role that reinscribes the social and
cultural hierarchy between composer and performer. The tension between Reich's authority
as a composer and his lack of authority as a
performer might in some way manifest itself in
the extreme c o n t r o l Reich exercises
compositionally over his performers: relatively
little possibility of performer choice, no real freedom in the performance style (a mechanical
precision always being favored), and absolutely
no improvisation.26 While many authors, including the German critic Clytus Gottwald,
have interpreted this tendency as a kind of
musical fascism, Reich prefers to see rt as "more
analogous to yoga," a form of control "imposed from within." 77
In fact, Reich has expressed (implicitly and

explicitly) that his "mediocre" performing abili- I n an essay on
ties have much to do with the sound of his
music. Henahan notes that "Reich is disarm- 6ahu of 1971,
ing in his insistence that his musical style flows Reich adopts a
largely out of his own limitations as a performer
and a composer."28 One can sense a wistful somewhat apoloquality in his description of the composer (read: getic tone for his
himself) attempting to learn non-Western muscholarly incomsic in "A Composer Looks East":
Alternately, a composer can give up pleteness, which
composing and devote himself to trying to
become a performer of some non-Western came about, in
music. This will take many years of study and
part, as a result
may, even then, only lead to mediocre performing abilities when judged by African, of his illness, but
Balinese, Indian, or whatever appropriate
he seems nonetheNon-Western standards. (If the performance
of non-Western music were available for less proud that he
musically gifted Western children and teenprovides "the first
agers to study, this would then undoubtedly
lead to American and European-bom virtuosos and at present the
of non-Western music.)29
Reich's sense of lack, concerning his own
performance abilities, perhaps has its roots in
his attempts to improvise collectively with an
ensemble in the early 1960s in San Francisco.
The composer must have noticed the contrast
in instrumental control - essential to the success of improvisation - between John Coltrane,
whom he observed at the jazz workshops in
San Francisco at the time, and himself, in his
avant-garde improvisation ensemble.30
The sublimation of Reich's desire for performance authority into the compositional
sphere parallels another such transference his desire for authority as a scholar of nonWestern music. A self-described "amateur
musicologist," 31 Reich has undertaken a
number of scholarly projects including an
analysis of the Ewe musical genre, Gahu, and
an attempt to record performances of the Hebrew cantillation tradition.32 However, Reich
has prioritized composition in his life, and as
a result has never been able to produce "masterpieces of scholarship like Colin McPhee's
'Music in Bali.'"33 In an essay on Gahu of
1971, Reich adopts a somewhat apologetic
tone for his scholarly incompleteness, which
came about, in part, as a result of his illness,
but he seems nonetheless proud that he provides "the first and at present the only transcription of both the Hatsyiatsya patterns and
the basic drumming of Gahu."34
Interestingly enough, Reich's experience
as an ethnomusicologist is also transmuted
into the compositional structure of Drumming.
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particular, the process of rhythmic construcn and reduction that appears at transitional
jments in the work is very similar to the kind
analytic process Reich went through while
nanscribing Ewe music. Reich describes the
process as follows:
/ foofe daily lessons with Gideon
Alorworye and recorded each lesson. Afterwards I would return to my room, and, by playor one quarter speed, I was able to transcribe
the bell, rattle, and drum patterns I had
learned. The basis for learning each individual
instrument was as follows: first I would learn
the basic double bell (gong-gong) pattern
which is the unchanging time line of the whole
drumming. Then I would learn the rattle
(axatse) pattern which is quite similar to the

gong-gong pattern and also continues without
change throughout the entire performance.
We would then proceed to the drums by my
playing the gong-gong while my teacher
played one of the drum patterns. We would
then exchange instruments and I would try and
play the drum pattern while he played the bell.
I found that while I could pick up the drum
patterns fairly rapidly by rote, I would forget
them almost as rapidly. I couldn't really remember them until I could understand exactly
what was going on rhythmically between the
drum and bell patterns. This process of understanding was greatly aided and accelerated by re-playing the tapes of my lessons until
I could finally write down with certainty the relationship between any given drum and the
bell pattern. One drum after the other was
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Example 2
"phasing" process
Drummer 1 gradually accelerates with each repetition until...
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learned and written down in relation to the
bell until an entire ensemble was notated.35
Similar to the mastery of Ewe drumming
patterns attained by the act of transcription,
Reich demonstrates a compositional "mastery"
over his own materials in Drumming, by constructing and deconstructing the basic 12/8
pattern of the piece in various ways. One result of this process is that, at various points
within the construction or reduction, different
beats sound like downbeats (or stressed points
of rhythmic articulation). This recalls Reich's
adoption of A.M. Jones's understanding of the
various repeated patterns played on different
instruments in Ewe music: "each [has] its own
separate down beat."36
A final aspect of Drumming that reveals
both important similarities to and differences
from Ewe music is its relationship to language
and voice. Both musics demonstrate a significant timbral relationship between vocalized syllables and instrumental sounds. In Ewe music,
a set of "nonsense syllables" is used to provide
both a conceptual structure to the different drum
pitches and a basis from which to mimic the
sounds of language.37 The importance of the
"talking drum" phenomenon - the fact that linguistic messages can be directly communicated
through drumming - is not to be underestimated; as John Chemoff argues, *[tjhe relationship of drumming to language is one of the
most important factors limiting the freedom of
improvisation."38 Reich himself was clearly

.

aware of this phenomenon, noting with gravity
that "[w]hen it is remembered that there is no
indigenous written language in Africa, and
when the talking drums are considered, it may
be seen that.. .there is actually a literal recorded
history of these people in the drum patterns
themselves."39
In Drumming, on the other hand, "nonsense syllables" are used, not to communicate
linguistically, but rather to imitate the sounds
of instruments. In Schwarz's words, "[t]he
voices do not employ any text; instead, they
are used to double and underscore the various resulting patterns that arise out of the phasing process."40 Thus, the valued "meaning"
of the work resides not in the transmission of
language but rather instrumental sound.41
This completely inverted use of vocality bears
a powerful resemblance to David Locke's appreciation of Ewe music as "an aesthetically
charged sonic phenomenon" rather than as a
form of "story-telling," a "kaleidoscopic musical context of shitting aural illusions."42 Such
a description almost perfectly coincides with
the descriptions of Reich's music as a kind of
*op art," a music of "dazzling, constantly shitting figures,*45 and suggests that a view of Ewe
music similar to Locke's may have served as
an inspiration for Drumming. It is also worth
keeping in mind that Reich's practice of transforming language into sound is a predilection
that begins at least as earty as the previouslymentioned tape pieces Its Gonna Rain (1965)
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e compositions,
fragments of speech are repeated and phased
numerous times, and are ultimately de-signified and liquidated into impressive sonic pano-

IVSPI these various aspects of
Drumming ~ the typically Reichian technique
of phasing, the various technical influences of
Ewe music, the sublimated performer and
ethnomusicological impulses, and the dissociation from language - how does one go
about constructing an interpretation of the
piece? In my view, one can begin to make
sense of the work by positing a crude narrative
that situates the various elements in a temporal and hierarchical framework. For example,
the fact that Drumming begins with the "transcription" moment suggests to me a state of
ethnographic discovery, in which the music is
"put together" by the ethnomusicologist-composer protagonist.45 However, the music that
is "discovered" is not Ewe music (or any nonWestern music) but rather the music of the composer (Steve Reich) himself, which constitutes
an already-formed musical style inextricably
linked to Ewe music. In particular, immediately after the opening "transcription" moment
passes (mm. 1 -8), we hear a rhythmically complex 12/8 drum pattern that undergoes a typically Reichian phasing process and includes
the use of "resultant patterns." Excepting the
different timbral effects of the drums, the music
sounds quite similar to his earlier pieces, Piano Phase (1967) or Violin Phase (1967).
During the course of the four movements of
Drumming, the timbres of this "discovered"
(read: constructed) music are also gradually
assembled (tuned bongo drums, marimbas/
women's voices, glockenspiels/whistling, and
all groups together), until a conglomerate,
pseudo-ethnic Reichian ensemble is found at
the end of the piece, replete with a birdsonglike resultant pattern played on the piccolo/ 6
In other words, one might view Drumming as
an ethnographic fantasy of self-validation, in
which the narrative subject transcribes and
analyzes the "music" in question only to "find"

(i.e., construct) himself- perhaps playing his
own music in a vaguely "exotic" context. Such
an interpretation mirrors Reich's own description of the effect that his trip to Ghana had on
his music:
The question often arises as to what influence my visit to Africa had on Drumming?
The answer is confirmation. It confirmed my
intuition that acoustic instruments could be
used to produce music that was genuinely
richer in sound than that produced by
electronic instruments, as well as confirming
my natural inclination towards percussion."'7
The interpretation of Drumming as being
profoundly ethnomusicological speaks to its
moment in U.S. cultural history. As Tom
Johnson noted, "almost all of the composers
[in the New York avant-garde of the 1 970s]
had a keen interest in non-Western music, and
... their interaction with ethnic music and
ethnomusicologists was crucial in the evolution of this music at this time."45 Indeed, many
musicians, including jazz players and popular
musicians, negotiated the boundary between
West and non-West through innumerable attempts at musical-cultural fusion.J" The historical moment is also central to Reich's career, redirecting his enduring preoccupation
with (and possible self-definition through) The
Other, from an "internal other" (African Americans) in his pieces of the early to mid-1 960s to
an "external other" (West Africans) in Drumming and beyond." And when we recall that
Reich's music both directly inspired ambient
and New Age musicians and generated a
market for itself, one begins to realize the important links between ethnomusicology and the
music industry, which were realized in more
ways than simply the creation of a nascent
"world music" market."1 Indeed, Clytus
Gottwald's dystopic critique of Reich's compositions as an industrialized non-Western
music would augur the future imitations of
pieces such as Music for Eighteen Musicians
(1976), which would go on to sell 20,000 copies in its first year of release."2
The previously outlined historical context
might provide a way of assessing the cultural
impact of a work like Drumming without either
ignoring the influence of Ewe traditional music
on Reich's composition or simply characterizing this influence as a " g o o d " act of
multicultural hybridity or a "bad" act of appropriation.1-' Reich himself has discussed the
most negative of these interpretations, noting
that his ostensible "skimming the surface off of
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While I do not believe that Reich's
sound/structure
opposition is either a
valid measure of
(un)ethical appropriation or an accurate description of
his own music (which
does resemble certain Ewe performance genres in some
ways), Reich's act(s)
of appropriation
must be situated
within the context
of Western
(post)modernity
itself.

ward the possibility of Reich's rediscovery of his ,|
Jewish ancestry. For these and other reasons, *
Drumming seems to stand on the brink of a
broad set of cultural and personal changes that
the world and composer would undergo through
the turbulent decade of the 1970s.GR

another art form" would make him "as guilty
as Picasso was when he looked at African
sculpture.KS4 More recently, Reich has mentioned the term "cultural imperialism," suggesting a full awareness that some scholars and
writers critique the ethics of Western cultural interaction with the non-West.55 cc56 In James
Clifford's view, the West has long been an "interconnected world," and thereby, "to varying
degrees, 'inauthentic'" - at least since the early
twentieth century.57

Notes
I would like to thank Michael Veal, Patrick McCreless,
James Hepokoski, Michael Klein, Matthew McDonald, Eric
Drott, and Gabrielle Gopinath for helpful suggestions and
comments.

Even if appropriation were simply an unavoidable fact of such a world, two particular
aspects of Reich's intersection with the music of
the non-Western Other, especially Ewe music,
are worthy of mention. The first is that the
"ethnomusicological moment* of the late 60s
and early 70s in the U.S. was one in which
composers and enthusiasts gained greater access to the music of non-Western cultures,
thereby democratizing a sphere of cultural interaction previously controlled by academic and
institutional figures.58 The second aspect of
Reich's interaction with Ewe music is that his
interaction was predicated on a search for origins - particularly those of African Americans.
In particular, Reich has noted that in 1970 I
was still thinking about [African musical influences on his own work] and about non-Western civilization generally, and beginning to
appreciate its importance. Undoubtedly it
grew out of an interest in jazz and an interest
in American black people. ... The interest in
African music was very much a feeling (particularly with Coltrane in his late music) that
American black culture was simply a European
overlay on an African culture.59
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